PhD Course at Faculty of Humanities and Faculty of Social Sciences

September 2016

Information retrieval and academic publishing

26 September
Location: Undervisningsrum 1 at UB
9.00-9.30 Introduction
Riitta Kairakari
9.30-12.00 International databases, Library search and Google Scholar
Magnus Olsson
LUNCH 12 – 13
Location: Datalab 2 at UB
13.00 – 15.00 Swedish Library Catalogues, Libris and Swepub
Lars Lundmark

27 September
Location: Balkongen at UB
9.00 - 11.00 Interlibrary loans and Special Collections I (Printed material)
Special collections II (Non-printed material)
Gabriel Runeby
Christer Karlsson
Location: Datalab 2 at UB
11.00 - 12.00 Bibliometrics and open access
Cecilia Sandberg, Michael Andersson
LUNCH 12 – 13
Location: Datalab 2 at UB
13.00 – 16.00 Bibliometrics and open access
Open access – publications are freely available on the Internet. What does that mean? How do you publish as open access? Information about registering your publications in DiVA and research funders policies on publishing open access. A short introduction to bibliometrics, citation analysis, journal impact factor and bibliometric allocation models.

28 September

Location: Undervisningsrum 1 at UB

8.30-12.00 Reference management with EndNote and some information on EndNote Online

Lars Lundmark

LUNCH 12-13

Location: Datalab 2 at UB

13.00-16.00 Resources to help you with academic writing

Academic writing – some resources to help you get started
This lecture includes a short presentation of useful web resources for academic writing and how to get started with concept mapping.

Anika Bindler

14 October

Location: Datalab 2 at UB

9.00-11.00 Examination seminar

Cecilia Sandberg, Michael Andersson

Course literature

